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TONGUE OF TECHNOLOGY I FIRST IN A 3-PART SERIES

Digital media popularity growing

In anticipation of the Student Technology Center's Grand Opening Celebration on Sunday April 5, this suite will focus on specific programs and services available through the center.

By Bryan West

Attempting to meet the demands of digital technology, the Digital Video Program in the Student Technology Center is becoming a widely used tool on campus. Offering opportunities for students to become digital video professionals, the center has seen a significant increase in the use of Digital Software.

The amount of people that took out video cameras has far surpassed what was expected of those who took them out for the起初 week after their purchase. So much so, some professors will go homemade to get videos that fit with their material. However, one professor has shown a great deal of interest in the use of these tools and what they can do with it. Some professors, with the use of these tools, have found a new way to make their lectures more interesting and engaging. They have found that using videos in their lectures can make them more engaging and enjoyable. Some professors have even taken to using these tools to create their own videos for their lectures. This has led to a surge in the use of digital video in the classroom.

Some students say that the use of these tools has made their lectures more interesting and engaging. They have found that using videos in their lectures can make them more engaging and enjoyable. Some professors have even taken to using these tools to create their own videos for their lectures. This has led to a surge in the use of digital video in the classroom.

Students react to yesterday's events

By Bryan West

Students react to the historic events occurring in Baghdad and president Saddam Hussein. Students were excited about the possibility of peace and expressing their support for the US-led war.

Some students said that they were happy to see the end of the conflict and that it was a step in the right direction. Others said that they were mixed in their feelings, with some seeing it as a positive step and others seeing it as a negative one. Some students said that they were concerned about the future of the region and what would happen next.

Some students expressed their support for the US-led war, saying that it was a necessary step to bring about peace and stability in the region. Others said that they were concerned about the long-term effects of the war and what would happen next.

Some students expressed their concern for the future of the region and what would happen next. They were worried about the possibility of violence and instability in the wake of the war.

Some students were excited about the possibility of peace and expressing their support for the US-led war.

Iraqis rejoice as coalition troops gain control of Baghdad

The Iraqis are jubilant as coalition troops gain control of the Iraqi capital.
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Resource wars ignite

By Danlal Gentry

If we continue to view resources as the currency of national security, it will come as no surprise that many Americans are eager to protect their share of the world's resources. In our ever-increasing network of international relations, we often find ourselves in conflict over resources. This confluence of events has led to a movement that can be described as "resource wars." These conflicts arise when nations perceive that their resources are under threat, whether from external forces or internal strife.

Resource wars are not limited to conflicts between nations. They can also occur within a nation itself, as seen in the case of Iraq. Saddam Hussein's regime has been accused of controlling and exploiting the resources of the country, which has resulted in significant international concern and a U.S. military operation to liberate the country and its resources.

The United States has long been known for its commitment to resource wars, and this attitude may have roots in the country's history. For example, the United States has been involved in various conflicts in the Middle East, including the Persian Gulf War and the recent invasion of Iraq.

The concept of resource wars is a complex one, and it has many implications for international relations and global politics. As the world continues to become more interdependent, it is likely that resource wars will become an increasingly important factor in global politics.

In conclusion, resource wars are a significant issue that requires further study and discussion. It is important for nations to work together to ensure that resources are managed in a fair and equitable manner. This will require a change in attitude and a commitment to合作和合作. Only through cooperation can we hope to address the challenges posed by resource wars and ensure a more stable and secure world for future generations.

Check out the BG News website at www.bgnews.com

Take Your Bachelor's Degree to a Higher Level

Consider a Career as an Occupational Therapist

Occupational therapy programs offer opportunities to learn about the healthcare system and to develop skills that are valuable in the workforce. These programs typically involve coursework in areas such as psychology, human development, and medical sociology.

Students who complete an occupational therapy program will be prepared to work in a variety of settings, including hospitals, clinics, schools, and community agencies. They may work with individuals of all ages, including children, adolescents, and seniors.

In conclusion, occupational therapy is a rewarding career choice that offers opportunities for personal and professional growth. If you are interested in helping others achieve their goals and improve their quality of life, then a career in occupational therapy may be the right fit for you.

Check out the BG News website at www.bgnews.com
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Today is the last day to schedule an appointment to work with a librarian on a specific research topic. Designed for undergraduate students, librarians assist students by teaching search strategies and helping to locate print and online resources. Services are also provided for graduate students. To set up an appointment or for more information call the Reference Desk at Jerome Library at 372-2562.

**Office.** Sponsored by Environmental City event on April 11-12. 6:30-9:30 p.m. Health Student Group. 372-2247.

**Union Lobby** 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Contact 419-372-2642. Initiatives. For more information, contact Recreation Services, at 419-372-7777. Recycle Mania.

**Sponsored by the Center for Latino Issues Conference.**

**Ms. Black & Gold Ticket Sales 2003**

**Latino Graduate Student Association • JUNTOS • Latino Networking Committee.**

**Visit our Web-site—http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/са/cmalt/lic/index.html**

**THURSDAY APRIL 10 8:30AM - 4:00PM**

**LIBRARY GRAND BALLROOM**

**Bowen-Thompson Student Union**

**Bowling Green State University**

**Bowling Green, Ohio**

**For the Public.**

Luncheon: $7.00, all other events: FREE.

**CALL CHAI FOR RESERVATIONS:** 419.372.2642

**Recover Your Knowledge!**

**Courtesy of Knight Ridder Newspapers, the trivia questions below were compiled by reporter rim Keefe ot The State in Columbia, S.C., and will appear regularly throughout the conflict with Iraq.**

1. Saddam is a Sunni Muslim True or False?

2. In February 1991, the Iraqi Army occupied Kuwait. True or False?

3. Saddam spent time in jail, True or False?

**Test Your Knowledge!**

**Between Ethnicity, Free Trade & Gender.**

**Between War, Migration & Art.**

**Between Biography, Race & Politics.**

**Between Ethicity, Free Trade & Politics.**

85% were looking to have fun and meet other BGSU students who are in the area, then plan to be at Chili’s on April 10th. For more details, contact Tiffany Copeland at 419-372-3484 or trent@bgsu.edu.
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It's an important time in history

Guest Columnist

The need is for somebody's paper from "back and forth" in Bowling Green State University, enthusing people to "do their research before writing letters." I wanted to take this chance to respond in just one of her many accusatory questions. Namely, "When has the United States ever conquered a country and taken something from that country for their own benefit?" To me, this is a small list:

- In 1795, the United States occupied the southern part of the island of Haiti from 1915 to 1924. So the country of South Korea (and by extension, the Republic of Korea) is one third American business interests, not least Pepsi Co. (proud sponsors of a United Nations "police" force on the island of Haiti from 1915 to 1924). Do you think any capitalistic country in the world would have taken that preposterous action a long-term plan for stability in the future of the United States: The war is not just about oil. It's also about terrorism. The United Nations and its member states, the United States, China, Russia, Britain, and France, have failed to make this war a success.

- In 1898, the United States, under Augusto Pinochet. This invaded the country so as to secure it for American business interests. That being said, allow me to say the war is not just about oil. It's also about terrorism. The United Nations and its member states, the United States, China, Russia, Britain, and France, have failed to make this war a success.

- In 1846, the United States, under the leadership of President Polk, began to disobey the dictator of the Philippines was considered for printing. All letters are mailed letters and columns will be subject to review for length and clarity. Our phones are always open to your concerns and questions, and we will do our best to respond to them as quickly as possible.

- In 1861, the United States occupied the southern part of the island of Haiti from 1915 to 1924. So the country of South Korea (and by extension, the Republic of Korea) is one third American business interests, not least Pepsi Co. (proud sponsors of a United Nations "police" force on the island of Haiti from 1915 to 1924). Do you think any capitalistic country in the world would have taken that preposterous action a long-term plan for stability in the future of the United States: The war is not just about oil. It's also about terrorism. The United Nations and its member states, the United States, China, Russia, Britain, and France, have failed to make this war a success.

Those of us at The BG News...
Aviation maintenance consulting firm Aviation Data Source, a Denver company. "You have to say it," Dick Williams, president of the firm said.

Officials have listed the plane that went down in the Mississippi River, not far from the Gateway Arch in St. Louis. Both crew members were rescued. They are in critical condition and the other was last seen in the water.

The causes of the accidents were not determined after the plane that went down in St. Louis on Wednesday, May 12th, hit the water, authorities said. The plane was a Falcon 20, which operates as a charter plane.

The crashes were the fifth and sixth for Toledo-based Grand Aire since 2000, according to NTSB records. Five involved the Falcon 20, which are known for their safety record.

The crashes were the fifth and sixth for Toledo-based Grand Aire since 2000, according to NTSB records. Five involved the Falcon 20, which are known for their safety record.

"This is a case of terrorism, not suicide," said Tom Bush, head of the FBI's St. Louis field office.

 começar a ler no início
DISCUSSION. United States Ambassador to the United Nations John Negroponte talks to the media after a meeting of the UN Security Council. UN Security Council Chair, Mr. Annan chaired the unscheduled meeting to discuss the situation in Iraq.

The Bush administration, which has called North Korea part of an "axis of evil" along with Iran and Iraq, listed the problems he addressed in a multiauthor letter, including conser- vative nuclear program, ballistic missile program, China, Russia, the European Union and Security Council Chair. North Korea has told the United States and the United Kingdom that it will not reject diplomatic efforts to address its nuclear program and has continued to enumerate and warn Pyongyang against any "other escalatory steps." At the heart of the dispute is North Korea's insistence on direct talks with the United States, which it views as a threat to its security.
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commanding 4-0 lead. The game continued on. Many teams fell they could not play in the Tournament. Weather can't stop didn't even realize what was going on. a senior from Upper Sandusky, who missed all of college head coach.

The two wins give the Falcons a six game winning streak after falling in a row of 1-0 before. The last time the Falcons were on a streak of 13 was March 30 at Central Illinois.

The Falcons scored their ninth straight first inning and won 10-6. It was the best softball catch I ever made, said pitcher of the Week for the sec- ond week in a row for Kassouf, who led off by getting two out and showed with weather the billings Maine. Machain knocked in the go ahead, and eventual winning run with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field. who led off by getting a double, with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field who led off by getting a double, and possibly the game for the Falcons. The Falcons scored their seventh run of the first inning, which tied the game at 1-1. The wins filled with them. The main reason for the turn- around was on March 30 at Central Illinois.

The arms of Liz Vrabel and Jody Poggendorf pitched for the Falcons. The two wins give the Falcons two more wins at the BGSU Softball Field. One of those sayings that you get a 1 Nothing can top a perfect game. Getting a game and going on to win 10-6. It was also the first perfect game coached by Ohio State's head coach.

The Falcons received a major By John Maliy on a day more ideal for the Redhawks and the Falcons to play football, the truth was out again got pitching pitching pitching pitching pitching pitching. The win improves Vrabel's record to 3-4 on the season.

The Falcons won the second game by a score of 3-0. Jody Poggendorf gave up three runs in five innings, but hit two out and walked three, while striking out one. Poggendorf gave up a hit, but did not allow any runs, while walking three.

The Falcons also got just a little more on Saturday, three to improve to 9-6. Machain knocked in the go ahead, and eventual winning run with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field, who led off by getting a double, with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field, who led off by getting a double, and possibly the game for the Falcons.

The Falcons scored their seventh run of the first inning, which tied the game at 1-1. The wins filled with them. The main reason for the turn- around was on March 30 at Central Illinois. Machain knocked in the go ahead, and eventual winning run with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field, who led off by getting a double, with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field, who led off by getting a double, and possibly the game for the Falcons.
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The Falcons scored their seventh run of the first inning, which tied the game at 1-1. The wins filled with them. The main reason for the turn- around was on March 30 at Central Illinois. Machain knocked in the go ahead, and eventual winning run with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field, who led off by getting a double, with a three run home run in the fifth inning. Machain knocked in Stephanie Field, who led off by getting a double, and possibly the game for the Falcons.
Tigers lose to Royals, drop to 0-7 on season

The Royals defeated the Tigers, 5-4, on Saturday and Sunday.

Despite the score, the Tigers have been competitive in their first two games of the season. Sunday's game was postponed due to inclement weather.

The Tigers are 0-7 in their first seven games of the season.

On Friday night, the Tigers lost to the Royals, 3-2, in extra innings. On Saturday, they lost to the Royals again, 2-1.

The Tigers have scored a total of 15 runs in their first seven games, while they have allowed 26 runs.

Tiger pitcher Mike MacDougal pitched a complete game on Sunday, allowing four runs on seven hits.

The Tigers are facing a tough schedule, with three games against the Royals this week.

---

Bohl out as Kansas AD

Former Kansas athletic director Al Bohl was fired on Saturday, according to a report from Kansas City, MO.

Bohl's tenure as athletic director was marked by a number of controversies and challenges.

Chancellor Robert Hemenway fired Bohl on Sunday, according to a report from Kansas City, MO.

Hemenway's decision was met with mixed reactions from fans and media.

Some fans expressed frustration with Bohl's leadership, while others praised his efforts to improve the athletic programs.

Bohl had been the athletic director at Kansas since 2005.

---

Tigers lose to Royals, drop to 0-7 on season

The Royals defeated the Tigers, 5-4, on Saturday and Sunday.

Despite the score, the Tigers have been competitive in their first two games of the season. Sunday's game was postponed due to inclement weather.

The Tigers are 0-7 in their first seven games of the season.

On Friday night, the Tigers lost to the Royals, 3-2, in extra innings. On Saturday, they lost to the Royals again, 2-1.

The Tigers have scored a total of 15 runs in their first seven games, while they have allowed 26 runs.

Tiger pitcher Mike MacDougal pitched a complete game on Sunday, allowing four runs on seven hits.

The Tigers are facing a tough schedule, with three games against the Royals this week.
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Gregory the man for UD

By James Harmon

DAYSIDE, Ohio - Brian Gregory launched an assault on the head coaching job at Michigan State on Monday and is ready to apply those same skills at Dayton.

Gregory will succeed Oliver Purnell as coach of the Flyers, who last week fired Purnell after nine seasons to become coach at Clemson.

"There is a spin. I've been mentioned by some of the best," said Gregory, 44, who last coached the Michigan State men's and women's tennis teams. "I've been fortunate enough to know the program.

He helped recruit four McDonald's All-Americans for the Spartans twice, with his most notable being Frank Voshell, who was the national player of the year in 2008.

Gregory also was a Michigan State assistant from 1990 to 1996, then spent a year as an assistant at Florida and Xavier as an assistant and recruiting coordinator at Davidson College. He returned to the Michigan State staff for the 1999-2000 seasons.

"There is a question if an athletic director is looking for a coach that is going to lead their program," said Gregory. "Brian Gregory is a great choice." Greg's 2009-10 Big Ten head coach resume includes just one win over a three-loss team.

"He has demonstrated the ability to recruit in various situations," said Gregory. "He has been successful in those situations. I'm looking forward to helping him become a head coach in the next two months under head coach Tom Crean.

Tom Crean transformed the Notre Dame basketball program into a Final Four team this season in his fourth year as a head coach. Frank Staton said it was hard to leave the Spartans for the opportunity to become the first player under head coach Tom Crean.

A FAMILY AFFAIR: New Dayton head coach Brian Gregory inherited his daughter while waiting to be introduced Tuesday at UD.

Gregory, a native of Machesney Park, Ill., played with David Holmness at Navy and was a member of the 1986 Navy team that was 26-4 and advanced to the NCAA quarterfinals. Gregory was an assistant coach for the Navy team for three years.

"He told us we were going to build a tough, physical, high-scoring team," said Gregory. "At Georgia Tech I was5 foot 11, I wanted to knock you down, help protect the backcourt, play with our hands on the floor, try to knock the next man right back down,"

Dayton head coach Keith Waleskowski, a 6-9 junior forward, said Gregory "had told us that if you don't want to be a head coach, you don't belong in this field. I'm sure he's going to be very demanding of us.""}

Players brought into Masters debate

ABOVE: A three-shot win last year put Woods in a good position to win his fifth green jacket. Opposite: Woods was once again a member of the Masters team this week.

After last week's win in the top of the field, the Falcons scored two runs in the bottom of the fourth. After triple by Docherty and single by Broadrick, the Falcons came away with a single by Crystal Parrett. Broadrick scored the game-winning run.

Fowles was nearly flawless from the floor, as a great throw by Miami center cooker Jamie-Coo Gonzalez and another by Miami forward Caro Garcia was unable to control the Florida Atlantic defense, however, and Bawat scored the final two runs.

The third run came shortly after Field and Garcia were charged with a passed ball and a pitch, respectively, which allowed the Falcons to score.
According to Newman, the challenge for this year has become to focus on any one establishment. What was with the knowledge that it is producing Freshens in the country. Familiar with and likes. The money going to Wendy's and Steak Escape six percent rather than all the money comes in to Dining Services when the founder bought the Steak Escape franchise. Now she says that many of the students are going to buy the franchise, so all the money going to be paid back to the University. Newman explained that University administrators try to be the best mentors they can be, but it's with the reality of what students want and what is expected to be. It's inevitable with a new facility, "it's the reality of the impact of opening the Union," Newman said that in spite of what students want and what is expected level of income," Newman said that the University is extremely unique in that final report will be an improvement on the recommendations — the University is extremely low right now and expected to be quite as popular as this — which is wonderful — but it takes a little bit of time to adjust to it."

Newman put it, "it's the reality of the impact of opening the Union," Newman said that in spite of what students want and what is expected level of income," Newman said that the University is extremely unique in
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Newman put it, "it's the reality of the impact of opening the Union," Newman said that in spite of what students want and what is expected level of income," Newman said that the University is extremely unique in that final report will be an improvement on the recommendations — the University is extremely low right now and expected to be quite as popular as this — which is wonderful — but it takes a little bit of time to adjust to it."

Another establishment, Freshens is the largest producer and pro-"...
Let's start by reading through the document page by page:

**Campus Events**

**Nova Scotia Round Dance**

- Thursday, April 10
- 7:30 pm to 9:30 pm
- Free. Open to all
- Pine Springs Navajo Nation, AZ 85938
- For more information, call 928-674-2300.

**House Hunting??**

- 217 S. College: Two bedroom unfurnished house. Eat in kitchen. Close to Campus. Rent is $525.00 per month. Pet permitted.
- 201 Georgia: Two bedroom one bath unfurnished house. Close to Campus. Rent is $525.00 per month. Pet permitted.

**Newly Listed Apartments**

- 1421 S. Prospect: Two bedroom unfurnished duplex. Rent is $525.00 per month. Pet permitted.
- 557 S. College: One bedroom unfurnished house. Close to Campus. Rent is $500.00 per month. Pet permitted.

**Bowling Green Collision Center**

- EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING
- FREE HEAT & WATER
- Free Estimates
- Body Work & Paint Work
- Minor Touch to Major Collisions

**NEW & LOVE Rentals**

- 332 S. Main
- (419) 352-5620
- www.newlovealty.com
- newloveli@dacor.net

**Mid Am Management**

- 1 month FREE
- $400 single occupancy
- $500 double occupancy

**NEW **

- Free heat & water**
- Call (419) 352-4380

**Gum on postage stamps has two to eight calories.**

**Services Offered**

- Furnish child care in my home.
- Living & learning environment.
- Pet friendly.
- Child caring expertise. Rates: $100.

**Personals**

- Fall 2003 Practice Oppor-
- Portunities in the Statistical
- Modeling Department. MA, Ph.D.
- Degree in mathematics or related.
- 1734 S. Main St.

**Help Wanted**

- $685 per month for a 12 month lease.
- One car garage. Washer-dryer hookup. Resident pays all utilities. $545.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
- $660.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
- Hardwood floors. Washer; dryer comes with the house. One car garage.

**Bartender trainees needed**

- $250 a day potential Local
- Full-time. Must be age 18.
- Local. Please call Danielle at 419-353-3038.

**Greek sorority looking for cook**

- $20-$25 a day. Must be able
- to workout outdoors. Call for more
- information.

**Earn up to $150-450 day Local**

- Local. Must have a car.
- Need Grad Tickets $8.00/hr plus bonuses. Must be age 18.
- Call 419-353-3038.